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Focusing on the electronic media--television, radio, and the Internet--Audience
Economics bridges a substantial gap in the literature by providing an integrated
framework for understanding the various businesses involved in generating and
selling audiences to advertisers. Philip M. Napoli presents original research in
order to answer several key questions: * How are audiences manufactured,
valued, and sold? * How do advertisers and media firms predict the behavior of
audiences? * How has the process of measuring audiences evolved over time? *
How and why do advertisers assign different values to segments of the media
audience? * How does audience economics shape media content? Examining
the relationship between the four principal actors in the audience
marketplace--advertisers, media firms, consumers, and audience measurement
firms--Napoli explains the ways in which they interact with and mutually depend
on each other. He also analyzes recent developments, such as the introduction
of local people meters by Nielsen Media Research and the establishment and
evolution of audience measurement systems for the Internet. A valuable resource
for academics, students, policymakers, and media professionals, Audience
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measurement technologies in order to provide a thorough understanding of the
unique dynamics of the audience marketplace today.
The electronic age is bringing sweeping changes to entertainment and media of
all kinds, including publishing, broadcasting and film. Multimedia, the Internet and
other digital media outlets for entertainment and information are being refined at
a rapid rate. Media giants are merging and making big acquisitions. This book
covers these exciting developments and provides profiles on hundreds of leading
firms in film, radio, television, cable, new media, and publishing of all types
including books, magazines and newspapers. It contains thousands of contacts
for business and industry leaders, industry associations, Internet sites and other
resources. You'll get in-depth profiles of nearly 400 of the world's top
Entertainment & Media firms: our own unique list of companies that are the
leaders in this field. Here you'll find complete profiles of the hot companies that
are making news today, the largest, most successful corporations in all facets of
the Entertainment and Media Business, from broadcasters to film production
companies, casino operators to theme park companies, publishers of books and
magazines to video game designers, and much more. Our corporate profiles
include executive contacts, growth plans, financial records, address, phone, fax
and much more. This innovative book offers unique information, all indexed and
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cross-indexed more for each firm! Our industry analysis section provides an
exceptional discussion of business and market trends. The book includes
statistical tables covering revenues for several industry sectors. Purchasers of
either the book or PDF version can receive a free copy of the company profiles
database on CD-ROM, enabling key word search and export of key data.
March 1978 saw the first ever transmission of Douglas Adams' The Hitchhiker's
Guide to the Galaxy on BBC Radio 4; the beginning of a cult phenomenon.
March 2020 marks the 42nd anniversary of that first transmission – 42 being the
answer, of course, to the Ultimate Question of Life, the Universe, and Everything.
To mark the occasion, Pan Macmillan are bringing back into print The
Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy: The Original Radio Scripts with a brand-new
introduction from Simon Jones. The collection also includes the previously 'lost'
Hitchhiker script from the 25th anniversary edition, 'Sheila's Ear' and the original
introductions by producer Geoffrey Perkins and Douglas Adams. This collection,
which is a faithful reproduction of the text as it was first published in 1985,
features all twelve original radio scripts – Hitchhiker as it was written and exactly
as it was broadcast for the very first time. They include amendments and
additions made during recordings and original notes on the writing and producing
of the series by Douglas Adams and Geoffrey Perkins. For those who have
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always loved Douglas Adams, as well as for his new generation of fans, these
scripts are essential reading and a must-have piece of Adams memorabilia. This
special anniversary edition will sit alongside reissued eye-catching editions of the
five individual Hitchhiker books coming in May 2020: The Hitchhiker's Guide to
the Galaxy, The Restaurant at the End of the Universe, Life, the Universe and
Everything, So Long, and Thanks for All the Fish and Mostly Harmless.
The concentration of private power over media has been the subject of intense
public debate around the world. Critics have long feared waves of mergers
creating a handful of large media firms that would hold sway over public opinion
and endanger democracy and innovation. But others believe with equal fervor
that the Internet and deregulation have opened the media landscape significantly.
How concentrated has the American information sector really become? What are
the facts about American media ownership? In this contentious environment, Eli
Noam provides a comprehensive and balanced survey of media concentration
with a methodical, scientific approach. He assembles a wealth of data from the
last 25 years about mass media such as radio, television, film, music, and print
publishing, as well as the Internet, telecommunications, and media-related
information technology. After examining 100 separate media and network
industries in detail, Noam provides a powerful summary and analysis of
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concentration trends across industries and major media sectors. He also looks at
local media power, vertical concentration, and the changing nature of media
ownership through financial institutions and private equity. The results reveal a
reality much more complex than the one painted by advocates on either side of
the debate. They show a dynamic system that fluctuates around long-term
concentration trends driven by changing economics and technology. Media
Ownership and Concentration in America will be essential reading and a trove of
information for scholars and students in media, telecommunications, IT,
economics, and the history of business, as well as media industry professionals,
business researchers, and policy makers around the world. Critics and defenders
of media trends alike will find much that confirms and refutes their world view. But
the next round of their debate will be shaped by the facts presented in this book.
"Argues that musical imagery in the art of American painter Thomas Hart Benton
was part of a larger belief in the capacity of sound to register and convey
meaning"--Provided by publisher.
Every major singer from Frank Sinatra to Christina Aguilera. Every major
composer from Irving Berlin to Stephen Sondheim. Every major song from a
century of favorites. Every major musician and lyricist. Every major styling from
blues, jazz, and country to folk, big band, and rock and roll The most recorded
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songs of all time. A guide to understanding the "standard" lingo. The evolution of
popular music from Tin Pan Alley to contemporary musical theater, and more.
Radio in ContextMacmillan International Higher Education
Contains entries that provide information about various aspects of Latino popular
culture, covering people, celebrations, food, sports, events, literature and film,
fashion, and other topics; arranged alphabetically from A to L.
This revised and updated new edition of a core text for radio studies offers
students a critical introduction to the field; it blends theory and practical guidance,
covers the most important radio genres, and addresses key changes in the
landscape of radio production since publication of the first edition in 2004.
A concise and student-friendly handbook, THE PR STYLEGUIDE serves as a
complete style guide and reference tool for PR students and practitioners.
Assisting students in presenting messages that display great form and style, THE
PR STYLEGUIDE addresses the most widely used and accepted practices in
developing PR pieces providing many visual examples and a breakdown of the
goals for each piece. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
The period from 1925 to 1960 was the heyday of the American Radio Soap
Opera. In addition to being part of popular culture, the soap opera had important
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commercial aspects as well that were not only related to their production, but also
to the desperate need to sell products or perish. Both sides of this story are
traced in this comprehensive compendium. The dictionary section, made up of
more than 500 cross-referenced entries, provides brief vignettes of the more
popular and also less well-known 'soaps,' among them Back Stage Wife, Our Gal
Sunday, Pepper Young's Family and The Guiding Light. Other entries evoke
those who brought these programs to life: the actors, announcers, scriptwriters,
networks, and even the sponsors. Nor are the basic themes, the stock characters
and the gimmick, forgotten. The book's introduction defines the soap opera,
examines the span of the radio serial, reviews its origins and its demise, and
focuses on the character types that made up its denizens. The chronology
outlines the period and the bibliography offers further reading. Together, these
elements make a comprehensive reference work that researchers will find
invaluable long into the future.
This revised and updated new edition of a core text for radio studies offers
students a critical introduction to the field; it blends theory and practical guidance,
covers the most important radio genres, and addresses key changes in the
landscape of radio production since publication of the first edition.
Methods of Historical Analysis in Electronic Media provides a foundation for
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historical research in electronic media by addressing the literature and the
methods--traditional and the eclectic methods of scholarship as applied to
electronic media. It is about history--broadcast electronic media history and
history that has been broadcast, and also about the historiography, research
written, and the research yet to be written. Divided into five parts, this book:
*addresses the challenges in the application of the historical methods to
broadcast history; *reviews the various methods appropriate for electronic-media
research based on the nature of the object under study; *suggests new
approaches to popular historical topics; *takes a broad topical look at history in
broadcasting; and *provides a broad overview of what has been accomplished, a
historian's challenges, and future research. Intended for students and
researchers in broadcast history, Methods of Historical Analysis in Electronic
Media provides an understanding of the qualitative methodological tools
necessary for the study of electronic media history, and illustrates how to find
primary sources for electronic media research.
Since its initial publication in 1978, Stay Tuned has been recognized as the most
comprehensive and useful single-volume history of American broadcasting and
electronic media available. This third edition has been thoroughly revised and
updated to bring the story of American broadcasting forward to the 21st century,
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affording readers not only the history of the most important and pervasive
institution affecting our society, but also providing a contextual transition to the
Internet and other modern media. The enthusiasm of authors Christopher H.
Sterling and John Michael Kittross is apparent as they lead readers through the
development of American electronic mass media, from the first electrical
communication (telegraph and telephone); through radio and television; to the
present convergence of media, business entities, programming, and delivery
systems, including the Internet. Their presentation is engaging, as well as
informative, promoting an interest in history and making the connections between
the developments of yesterday and the industry of today. Features of this third
edition include: *chronological and topical tables of contents; *new material
reflecting modern research in the field; *a new chapter describing historical
developments from 1988 through to the current day; *an expanded bibliography,
including Web site and museum listings; *an updated and expanded glossary and
chronology; and *extensive statistical data of the development of television and
radio stations, networks, advertising, programming, audiences, and other aspects
of broadcasting. Designed for use in undergraduate and graduate courses on the
history of American mass media, broadcasting, and electronic media, Stay Tuned
also fits well into mass communication survey courses as an introduction to
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electronic media topics. As a chronicle of American broadcasting, this volume is
also engaging reading for anyone interested in old radio, early television, and the
origins and development of American broadcasting.
This newly revised and updated edition of Media Selling addresses the significant
changes that have taken place in media industries over the last few years, while
continuing as a seminal resource for information on media sales. A classic in this field,
this book has long served students and professionals in broadcasting and media
industries as an indispensable tool for learning, training, and mastering sales
techniques for electronic media Addresses the unprecedented consolidation and
sweeping change faced by media industries in recent years, and now features greatly
expanded coverage of the Internet, including video streaming and the impact of social
network sites Covers a broad span of media industries and issues, including: electronic
media, newspapers, magazines, outdoor/billboard promotion, sales ethics, emotional
intelligence, and interactive media selling Fully updated to include much greater focus
on national and international media sales issues, as well as expanded coverage of
network-level selling, product placement, sales promotion use of market data
Examines public relations practices in ten Asian countries. Establishes a link between
public relations practices and contextual factors such as culture, political system, and
media environment.
The main objective is to assess the teaching and research capabilities of the
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candidates. Therefore, the test is aimed at assessing the teaching and
general/research aptitude as well as their awareness. They are expected to possess
and exhibit cognitive abili-ties. Cognitive abilities include comprehension, analysis,
evaluation, understanding the structure of arguments and deductive and inductive
reasoning. The candidates are also expected to have a general awareness and
knowledge of sources of information. They should be aware of interaction between
people, environment and natural resources and their impact on quality of life.
1952-54 include world-wide radio who's who.
This lively and accessible book charts how Australian audiences have engaged with
radio and television since the 1920s. Ranging across both the commercial and public
service broadcasting sectors, it recovers and explores the lived experiences of a wide
cross-section of Australian listeners and viewers. Offering new perspectives on how
audiences have responded to broadcast content, and how radio and television stations
have been part of the lives of Australians, over the past one hundred years, this book
invites us into the dynamic world created for children by the radio industry, traces the
operations of radio and television clubs across Australia, and uncovers the workings of
the Australian Broadcasting Commission’s viewers’ advisory committees. It also
opens up the fan mail received by Australian broadcasting stations and personalities,
delves into the complaints files of regulators, and teases out the role of participants and
studio audiences in popular matchmaking programs.
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This fifth and final volume of The Papers of Will Rogers traces the career of
Oklahoma’s beloved entertainer during his most popular years and extends beyond his
death in 1935. By 1928, the Oklahoma humorist and commentator had reached
national prominence through his newspaper columns, silent films, sound recordings,
books, philanthropic endeavors, and lecture tours. His fame, fortune, and influence,
however, had yet to crest. This volume showcases a wide variety of documents,
including correspondence with some of the most significant figures of the day, revealing
Rogers’s rise to fame as the nation’s leading social and political commentator and as
a hugely popular star of radio, stage, and film. Rogers’s multifaceted career ended
abruptly when he and the famous aviator Wylie Post died in an airplane crash in
northernmost Alaska. This documentary history of his final years includes transcripts of
radio broadcasts, contracts, and business documents, as well as nearly two hundred
telegrams and letters to family, friends, and notable public figures—the majority of which
have never before been published. It also covers the aftermath of his fatal airplane
accident: the certificate of death, a first-person account of his funeral, settlement of his
estate, efforts to pay tribute to his memory, and unauthorized attempts to capitalize on
his fame.
This book examines the media in the post-authoritarian politics of twenty-first century
Indonesia. It considers how the media is being transformed, its role in politics, and its
potential impact in enabling or hampering the development of democracy in Indonesia.
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Frank and Anne Hummert brought at least 125 separate series to the airwaves. The
production dynasty over which they presided extended far beyond the serialized
melodrama that became their trademark. Their genres also included music, mystery,
juvenile adventure, quiz, sports, news, comedy and dramatic theater. The Hummerts
tried to appeal to everyone's tastes and probably influenced more old time radio
listeners than anyone else. By the 1940s the twosome controlled four and a half hours
of the national weekday broadcast schedule. This book explores the private lives and
professional dealings of broadcasting's most prolific creator-producers. There are five
appendices: a list of all broadcast series that were created, adapted, supervised,
augmented or influenced by the Hummerts; a list of the most active players among
radio producers stemming from the Golden Age and their best-remembered titles; a
collection of statements attributed to Frank or Anne that express their philosophy of
broadcast programming; a chronology of defining moments in the Hummerts' lives; and
three sample programming schedules that give the reader a clear understanding of the
Hummerts' involvement in radio producing.
The Radio Station offers a concise and insightful guide to all aspects of radio
broadcasting, streaming, and podcasting. This book’s tenth edition continues its long
tradition of guiding readers to a solid understanding of who does what, when, and why
in a professionally managed station. This new edition explains what "radio" in America
has been, where it is today, and where it is going, covering the basics of how
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programming is produced, financed, delivered and promoted via terrestrial and satellite
broadcasting, streaming and podcasting, John Allen Hendricks and Bruce Mims
examine radio and its future within a framework of existing and emerging technologies.
The companion website is new revised with content for instructors, including an
instructors’ manual, lecture slides, and test questions. Students will discover an
expanded library of audio interviews with leading industry professionals in addition to
practice quizzes and links to additional resources.
How was it that America would fund its nascent national radio services? Government
control and a subscription-like model were both considered! Soon an advertising
system emerged, leading radio into its golden age from the 1920s to the early 1960s.
This work, divided into two parts, studies the commercialization of network radio during
its golden age. The first part covers the general history of radio advertising. The second
examines major radio advertisers of the period, with profiles of 24 companies who
maintained a strong presence on the airwaves. Appendices provide information on 100
additional advertisers, unusual advertisement formats, and a glossary. The book has
notes and a bibliography and is fully indexed.
The average American listens to the radio three hours a day. In light of recent
technological developments such as internet radio, some argue that the medium is
facing a crisis, while others claim we are at the dawn of a new radio revolution. The
Concise Encyclopedia of American Radio is an essential single-volume reference guide
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to this vital and evolving medium. It brings together the best and most important entries
from the three-volume Museum of Broadcast Communications Encyclopedia of Radio,
edited by Christopher Sterling. Comprised of more than 300 entries spanning the
invention of radio to the Internet, The Concise Encyclopedia of American Radio
addresses personalities, music genres, regulations, technology, programming and
stations, the "golden age" of radio and other topics relating to radio broadcasting
throughout its history. The entries are updated throughout and the volume includes nine
new entries on topics ranging from podcasting to the decline of radio. The Concise
Encyclopedia of American Radio include suggestions for further reading as
complements to most of the articles, biographical details for all person-entries,
production credits for programs, and a comprehensive index.
"This book presents the histories of the major North American shortwave clubs and
reviews the professional and listener-generated shortwave literature of the era. It also
covers the DX programs and other listening fare to which shortwave listeners were
most attracted and the QSL-cards they sought as confirmation of their
reception."--Provided by publisher.
A comprehensive listener's guide to American folk music provides a concise history of
the musical genre and its most important performers, along with an A-to-Z glossary of
terms, information on stylistic variations, helpful resources, and a listing of dozens of
essential folk music CDs. Original.
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The silent swish of paddles in the darkness told Karsatoa that his enemies had him
surrounded. Suddenly his canoe began to fly over the wateratop a giant stingray. The
God of the Bible is still in the miracle business. These thrilling reports from around the
world show that He still reveals His power and care today.You will read of dollar bills
that multiplied. A prayer written on a kite. Prison doors that opened. A self-healing
radiator, and a self-filling gas tank. Rain that fell only on mission property. A book that
refused to burn. A clock that struck 13. Manna from heaven--in Africa. A gentle ride
inside a tornado. Invisible hands that lift a car. And lots mysterious strangers,
sometimes visible only to some and not others. But always protecting, guiding, saving.
The last decade of the twentieth century brought a maturing of the new racial and ethnic
communities in the United States and the emergence of diversity and multiculturalism as
dominant fields of discourse in legal, educational, and cultural contexts. Immigration, Diversity,
and Broadcasting in the United States, 1990--2001 is a contribution to our understanding of the
web of relationships that existed at the intersection of immigration, race, ethnicity, and
broadcasting in America during this period. Professor Vibert C. Cambridge investigates and
questions how broadcasting in the United States responded to the changing racial and ethnic
composition of the society. What patterns could be drawn from these responses? What roles
were served? What roles are currently being served? What stimulated the changing of roles?
Ultimately, Immigration, Diversity, and Broadcasting in the United States evaluates the
performance of the American broadcasting industry. The answers to this book's core questions
provide insights into how the American broadcasting industry responded to freedom, equality,
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diversity, information quality, social order, and solidarity at century's end.
A reference guide to the decade's top trends, performers, and sounds, reviews the most
influential albums, provides biographical overviews of key artists, and considers how
technology and the Internet have impacted the industry.
This discography gives full details of Andre Kostelanetz's commercial recordings with
appendixes that cross-reference the recordings by composers, song titles, and album titles
alphabetically. Other appendixes are devoted to Compact Discs and to V-Discs. A final section,
Kostelanetz on the Radio, lists all that is known about the more than 1,000 Kostelanetz radio
broadcasts, from the 1920s through 1980.
One of the first books to examine the status of broadcasting on its one hundredth anniversary,
Radio’s Second Century investigates both vanguard and perennial topics relevant to radio’s
past, present, and future. As the radio industry enters its second century of existence, it
continues to be a dominant mass medium with almost total listenership saturation despite rapid
technological advancements that provide alternatives for consumers. Lasting influences such
as on-air personalities, audience behavior, fan relationships, and localism are analyzed as well
as contemporary issues including social and digital media. Other essays examine the
regulatory concerns that continue to exist for public radio, commercial radio, and community
radio, and discuss the hindrances and challenges posed by government regulation with an
emphasis on both American and international perspectives. Radio’s impact on cultural
hegemony through creative programming content in the areas of religion, ethnic inclusivity, and
gender parity is also explored. Taken together, this volume compromises a meaningful insight
into the broadcast industry’s continuing power to inform and entertain listeners around the
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world via its oldest mass medium--radio.
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